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In modern life one of the most striking features is one of the greatest. Mechanics and chemistry 
that has been and is being developed more and more will, every year, take a larger part in the operations 
rapidly is the interdependence of the members dependent on plant culture, and future years may 
of the human family. As the population increase�, yet see so systematic a system of farm and tree 
the hermit or quasi-hermit life so frequent years culture established that the entire country, with 
ago, when the farmer for months in the winter definite areas for particular crops, will seem but one 
saw hardly any faces except those of his own family, great farm, whose fields will be represented by areas 
and when he conducted his farming operations in of many miles extent. As steam and chemistry now 
almost complete independence of the rest of the world, do their most important work in connection wi th the 
is fast becoming an impossibility. In old times the crops, electricity may yet supplant them, or re-enforce 

O. D. MUNN. A. E. BEACH. farm was a S'eJf·supporting world in itself. The wells, their operations. 
------ springs and cisterns supplied water; the domestic ani- --------01.�._4 ...... �._------

'J'};Rlfl� :FOR THE �CIE:STIFIC AiflERICAlIi. mals got all their food from it, and it produced its own A Vessel Difficult to Sblk or Destroy. 

One copy, one year, for tbe U. S., Canada or Mexico .................. S3 00 fertilizers. By rotation of crops, by letting land lie On July 20 last the schooner Golden Rule was cut to One copy , six months, for the U. S. , Canada or Mexico................ 1 � 0 0¥t"e:;i'i�yb��';,rl::f�,?eaxnlr����ci'n��ug;J�r��I���i�!J�a�:ir���t��·K.4 00 fallow, and by the use of fertilizing material produced the water's edge by the bteamerChattahoochee, which 
MUNN.& co., 361 Broadway, corner of Franklin Street, Np.w York. on the farm the land was kept fertile. Rain descended took off her crew of seven men and one passenger. She 

'I'll •• !Sci.·"litic Am"rlcau !Supplement from the clouds without any human agency. was then off South Nantucket Shoals, from Ponce for 
Is a distinct paperfromthe SrIE"TIFIC AMERICAN. 'I'HE SUPPLE MENT N OW the conditions are very different. The greater Boston, with molasses. 
�A��ec��;i��:c f:r�:lI���.berl,���;a�fg S�b���;{l6��{gr uS��O:fE��4�� demands of modern civilization militate against the Since that time the wrecked schooner has been float
��·�tri�:�r�ltg;i��etoUib�··P��r�dtrifo�,!-es1��le $��i:s,Yitrc:rit;.ors!fra simple life of the New England farlner of one or two ing about on the coast, forming a danger to naviga· 
ll����������la111r��:��?�?r\0�t�giE��1�Vl' A�e:Jt���e���'§������ENT generations ago. The farmer's children wish to com- tion, and the United States cruiser Atlanta, Captain 

iei��pp� �ef�;e��J� (��?tlr�a��o t�o��i�na����trl�� �it�h{'ap���frul\�?�c�i�� pete with city children in ed ucation and in general J. R. Bartlett, was sent out to search for and destroy 
dn/l'"'""ulftftllcents "yea... culture. But outside of the personal aspect, of which the wreck. 

lI"illlill::- Ellilio". this is but one element, modern conditions affect his On August 4 the Atlanta arrived at Newport. Her 
cl:� 1'����.IO;i� ���J7J';R��t�if��T1';,�igJ;ci��s���N�g��hty���=, life in a much broader sense. The tendency now is to bow presents a much marred appearance, the white 
�'!:;���i!�o�ga��le��p:i��\i;i:j;;'��: an:lEa��e���m'f,�rc1�slfl':,,�\�:�e�e�nt work the soil in large areas devoted to a single crop, paint being scraped off in streaks where she rammed 

P:.\'t�t�i�����r� :�e'i.'t�lri�r;�r�p�\�;rJ����i';!�EI�hg�g���;;'·p1�t�t�if�: and to use machinery in all farming operations. For the floating wrf'ck of the Golden Rule, about twenty
l��;lh��i,jP�:tt�A�i,a{�:��;'IJ:as the largest circulation of any architec- many years past the American in ventoI' has been busy five miles southeast of the New South Shoal light. 

orsll':irc��,��Eo2� �����. /.5 ���iiii ,},'�fa�rtu'i.1��ec�,';'�\�;t.,��aii.ilb 9.a�:�:: inventing most ingenious machines for cultivating the She sighted the wreck, bottom up, about 100 feet off 
�g�������.1'Jle.i0�:�.rL-F�"lo!���Ij';i.s't�'h��l��Tg�����,R�&rat���� ground, for sowing the seed, and for harvesting the her course. It had the appearance of being anchored 
����kn:�,$��8o�o�e��:u:l!��gr':;�2JgiiJcJi',;;'";;��';,�\�i}��,r�ii�o'::lte��:P- crop�. On account of the inventor's work the Western by the bow, and was a dangerous obstruction to navi
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farms, with fields of wheat reaching to the horizon, gation. The Atlanta WitS cleared for action, and a 
cultivated by steam-drawn plows, and whose crops are I couple of broadsides were fired at the derelict, but the 
harvested by great machines drawn by teams of many �hot went clear through the hull without doing much 
horses, have become a possibility. The great cereal damage. 

sions-wherever the Spanish language is spoken. $3.00a year, post paid to any part of the world. Single copies 25 cents. See prospectus. 
crop of the United States is due to the mechanical in- Having no torpedoes on board, Captain Bartlett de-
ventoI'. cided to try the ramming tactics. First a light blow lIUNN & CO., Publishers, 361 Broadway, New York. 
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In the same order of things is the modern fertilizer. was delivered at the stern to see what condition the 
For different crops different fertilizers are made in vessel was in. She was found to be practically new, 
factories. As the great natural sources of phosphoric but gave way readily to the ram. Another blow was 
acid were overdrawn, the European agriculturist has made upon her quarter to learn what her cargo con
utilized the finely ground slag of the basic steel pro- sis ted of, and it proved to be empty barrels. N ext the 
cess. The farmer depends no longer on his barnyard, Atlanta drew off and approached the schooner under 
but purchases his plant food in the IllOSt approved full speed, striking her amidships. The schooner was 
form, made in factories from the most unpromising so light and the ram so deep that she was thrown away 
sources of s upply. The Atlantic coast is patrolled from the Atlanta and righted, though the blow cut a 
by steamers whose occupation is the catcbing of men- gash half through her. A second ram was made, and 
haden or bony fish. After the oil is extracted from the schooner was cut in two. The Atlanta's engines 
these fish, the farmer has a claim on what is left as a were disabled, being in poor condition, and the war
source of nitrogen for his crops. South American ship was obliged to withdraw under sail, while the 
nitrate of soda is another source of nitrogen. The stern post of the schooner drifted off toward George's 

German mines supply him with his potash, and Bank,., and the bow still remained anchored. Captain 
the bl ending of all the elements is effected in the fer- Bartlett would have destroyed the whole craft if pos
tilizer factories, whose processes are guided by the sible, but the crippled condition of his vessel prevent-
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mer is being taken care of. The electric road, to floating wrecks instead of one. The problem how to 
whose operations, heedless of vested rights, so many build an unsinkable ship appears to have been realized 
highways have been surrendered, bids fair to revolu- in the case of the Golden Rule, and perhaps naval 
tionize the aspects of rural life. It is believed by many architects may derive useful hints from the example. 
that the electric road will eventually haul the farmer's Something practical seems to have been learned con
prod ncts to the cities or railroad stations, and the im- cerning the Atlanta as a ram, which is that her en-

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN SUPPLEMENT provement of country roads has actually been dis- gines are not suited to the work. We have had exam
couraged by those who 'believe in the highest de vel- pies of passenger steamers going at f ull speed against 

No. 972_ 
opment of this form of traction. solid icebergs, the result being damage to bows but 

Where the process of development of modern life not to machinery. 

For the 'Veek Ending' August 18, 1894. will end, it is hard to see. The farmer, who would 
seem to be The last to be subjected to modern scientific Price 10 cents. For sale by all newsdealers advancements, is really, speaking relatively, the one 

1. AGRH·ULT URE.-Steamer for Pressed Hay.-A preparation o/AGE most affected. Mechanical, chemical, and electrical 
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h I d h t . �'be Havemeyers.·-:-A graphic description uf the greut sugar- WIt coa, an t e s eanl engIne may be relegated to 
Iv."6�iHM�!f��.-=-'i�T![ �ues;���t�ri��si�9��':ii��dl;'::����':.W:c� 15537 the past. The self-contained energies of the cosmic �'i�i�\?��';,�s�[}f$�,�fri:'t���x aIllI�ati��:�f.t.��de.te��o�a.ti��.of.ta�� 15541 system may yet be used to replace the motor which 

-1�P:����a�'?� ��"J!.V���;;a'}�r sJ:[���:;;� t�:st:r';bj��d:!iAi\\��� during the last decades has replaced them. Windmills tr���ncompo�iii(';;OfXi�o�Pberes wbiciiEXiingUi8b·Fla�.;:,:,:By 15541 and waterwheels represent the utilization of cosmic 
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v. Rr�;-;u'flc��':;'-��; ��I��O�o�tI���,?r.:'x�nge����i��frp��gRc�� for food production, it seems as if the soil for many 
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IX. MILITA RY ENGINEERING.-Rope Bridges and tbeir Military of carbon and hydrogen is effected, the synthetic Applic£ -,ion8.- -A valuable and BU.I;gestive paper, treating of the • • . utilization o f  suspension brid� es in the operations ofwar.-5 illus- ChemIstry wlil be In�oate. 
x. m�i?!¥h;A'N"Jboiji;i.:,,:,ca�e· Expiorers' Buried' for "Jbiibi: :Day;'::":' l55.'l4 In the modern march of progress the farmer will hold 
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st���e��ug:�h"e ��%a��e Ii��:'''�ft'l:an-;�e����e'da''t� ��� ��::.��:� about by the devotion to his interests of the enlight-
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Depreciation of a Canal. 

The Somersetshire Coal Canal was put up for sale 
recently at Tokenhonse Yard. The canal is abor;: 
10�2' miles in length. The actual rents received from 
the cottages and surplus lands amount to about £75 
per annum. The canal was opened in 1800. It had a 
prosperous career down to 1872, at which time tolls 
were taken on 157,000 tons yearly. From 1884 to 1888 
the tonnage was taken on a yearly average of about 
2 4,000 tons, producing £1.5 47 in tolls, while the average 
yearly expenditure was £1,284. In 1889 considerable 
difficulties were caused by strikes, etc., and the collieries 
feeding the canal remained idle for some time. This 
state of things occurred more or less in subsequent 
years, and the company eventually went into liquida
tion. The original cost of the canal was about £200,000, 
and the auctioneer said that a bid of £20,000 would not 
be refused. A railway company was, he said, almost 
certain to acquire the property sooner or later, but it 
afforded opportunities in connection with many specu
lative undertakings. The highest bid was only £3,900, 
and the auctioneer withdrew the property from sale. 

...... 
Ell Iistments ill tile United States AI·my. 

The law approved February 27, 1893, pro vi deb that 
all enlistments in the army shaH be for the term of 
three years, and no soldier shall be again enlisted in 
the army whose service during his last preceding 
term of enlistment has not been honest and faithf ul; 
and in tim!' of peace no person who is not a citizen of 
the United States, or who has not made legal decla
ration of his intention to become a citizen of the 
United States, or who cannot speak, read, and write 
the English language, or who is over thirty years of age, 
shall be enlisted for the first enlistment in the army. 
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'rile Modern Incandescent Lamp. of the matter was to get a homogeneous foundation of I some of them are so thin that they are transparent. 
Vlndustrie Electrique contains a very full account hard and elastic carbon. This is usually done now by They will serve me in the place of smoked glass for 

of a communication delivered on June 6 by M. Larn- com pletely dissolving the vegetable or other compound looking at the sun. The terminations of these crystals 
[tude before the Societe International des Electriciens. containing carbon, and squirting the solution into a are generally misshapen and flat. In onevlace at least, 

The title of the article, says the Electrical Review, con- liquid which precipitates the material in the form of a the New York mine, dark green tourmaline is found in 
veys to the mind the hope that the communication homogeneous thread of uniform size. Or the material a greenish mica. The smaller crystals are transparent. 
would contain new and important information on this may be precipitated from solution in the form of I secured a few specimens only. 
subject, but its real purport is rather to set forth in a sheets, and the sheets then shred into lengths of the Garnets.-In the gulch mines aroilnd Ouster are 
popular manner a comparison between modern attain- requisite size. Another method, which it seems is be- found vast num bers of very small garnets. They come 
ments in lamp manufacture and the attainments reach- ing successfully employed, is, make a paste of finely from decomposed mica-schist, and are found in the tail
ed some years ago, manufacturing details being wholly divided carbon, with some decomposable binding ma- ings of the washings. They are heavy and settle to the 
omitted. terial, and squirt the paste by means of pressure. The bottom along with the gold and stream tin. The larg-

M. Larnaude, who is the technical expert of the modern homogeneous carbon used for filaments has a est one that we found is about a half inch in diameter, 
French Edison-Swan Oompany,commences by referring much lower specific resistance and higher specific grav- but most of them are so small that they are seen to best 
to the price of incandescent lamps. Only a few years ity than the carbon formerly employed. Owing to advantage under a co mmon pocket magnifying glass. 
ago the usual price at which it was sold was 5 francs, the hardness, the breakage in manufacture is slight, Thus seen they are very beautiful, being blood red, and 
whereas now the price is only 1 franc ; and, further, premature fracture of the filaments in the lamps is some of them having twenty-four sides. Many of 
the quality of.ithe chflap lamp of to-day is far superior greatly diminished, and the lamps may be run at a them have been worn into perfect spheres. A vial 
to its more expensive predecessor. Several causes have higher temperature. full of this garnet sand makes a good specimen for 
brought about the perfection which has now been Various other technical points were next brie fly one's collection. In the neighborhood where they are 
arrived at, to wit, competition with other illuminants touched upon, such as the calibration of filaments, the found everybody calls them rubies. Larger garnets, 

and the general demand for electric incandescent light- considerations attending the manufacture of lamps of but not very perfect ones, are found in the rock not far 
ing, but in the factory, the principal reason which has small candle power at high voltage. multiple filament from Ouster. Very perfect small garnets were found 
enabled the lamp to be made at so reduced a price lies lamps, and, finally, the most recent development of in- in the bottom of a spring. 
in the perfection of detail in the various processes and candescent lighting, viz., lamps of large candle power. Oalcite.-ln the strflets of Deadwood I found lime

the small amount of waste which now attends the Light for light, this latter type of lamp costs about stone containing small cavities lined with calcite cry
manufacture. Formerly, to make 1, 0 00  uniform lamps double that of the arc lamp, but it possesses many ad- stals. In the rock thrown out from a railroad cut in 
of a given voltage and candle power, it was necessary vantages over its more economical rival. It requires Spearfish Oanon I found fine clusters of calcite in the 

to start making 4,000 or 5, 000 lamps, while to-day the no attention, and it can be placed in any position and same place that I found drusy quartz. In a bed of 
waste is reduced to about 10 per cent. The price of used exactly where it is needed. It can be lit up and shale in the same canon I found good geodes of cal
the lamp is now so low that any further reduction that extinguished without trouble, gives a perfectly steady cite. The shell of the geodes is composed of iron and 
mayin the future be effected will be quite insignificant light, requires DO enveloping shade, and produces a quartz. Some of them contain only quartz crystals. 
to the consumer. What is of importance, however, to pleasanter light than the arc lamp. or quartz with calcite crystals deposited on their sur
the consumer, is the return of light which he obtains With regard to the bulbs, which were formerly often face. In Wind Oave, near Hot Springs, I saw many 
from his lamp and the current it consumes. By tables blown in the blowpipe from tubing, the universal beautiful calcite geodes, but could, of course, secure 

such as have often been printed, it was demonstrated practice now is to blow them in a mould. The pumps them only by purchase or exchange. These geodes 
how the cost of the current formed a far more impor- used for exhausting the lamps are now very perfect, and the beautiful box-work formation seem peculiar 
tant item than that of the lamp. It was therefore and consist of a combination of a preliminary exhaust to that cave, in which J saw very few stalactites. O"y
economical to run the lamps brightly at the sacrifice by means of a mechanical pump, and then completed stal Oave, which I was unable to visit, is about twenty 
of their lives. But unfortunately a third factor enters- by means of the mercury pump,the whole being worked miles from Deadwood. It has very extensive and 
the lowering of the candle power as a result of the black- automatically by mechanical power. Finally, the beautiful deposits of dog tooth spar. Various forms 

ening of the bulb and the disintegration of the filament. leading-in wires which pass through the glass are al- of calcite crystallizations are found in the Bad Lands, 
M. Larnaude has ascertained in an interesting manner ways of platinum, though the length is now reduced near the Black Hills. 

that the depreciation in illuminating power is due in to the smallest possible amount, the filament being Gypsum is abundant in the" Red Valley," which 
about equal proportion to those t w o  causes. His supported by some other cheaper metal. extends' round the Hills, but selenite or crystallized 
method of investigation is to first measure a lamp on ----- •••... --------- gypsum is 'r,ut. very common. 
the photometer, and then, after it has become black- Black Hills Minerals. In the gold grave! in Warren's Gulch I found one 
ened by use and the diminution in illuminating power REV. R. T. CROSS. good crystal of staurotide. Tin and gold are found all 
has been noted, to slowly let the air into the bulb by Last June I spent a two weeks' vacation collecting through that region, but neither of them in immense 
cracking off the pip. He then exposes the bulb to minerals in the Black Hills of South Dakota. I was quantities. My boy, howev"",,, who was with me, 
about ared. heat (how, he does not say, but presumably impressed with two things, the lack of many minerals picked up in the streets of Ouster a piece of quartz 
by turning it about in a blowpipe flame), when the found in Oolorado and the great abundance of a few that was rich in free gold. 

thin film of carbon burns away, the bulb becoming species. I found many specimens, but not many differ
clear again. The lamp is finally re-exhausted and re- ent species. I will mention such as I found. 
measured on the photometer. With old types of black- Quartz.-The granites among the archean rocks are 
ened lamps he has found the loss of light due to the exceedingly coarse. There i s  plenty of quartz, but 
carbon film to amount to 25 per cent to 30 per cent. In quartz crystals are scarce. I saw a few small smoky 
some instances the blackening may be due to special ones found within the town limits of Ouster. I saw 
causes, but there can be no doubt that the usual phen- quartz crystals in Wind Oave. In Spearfish Oanon I 
omenon is the projection of particles from the filament. found fine drusy quartz and a few quartz geodes. I also 
Owing to the perfection of the processes now employ- found coarsely crystallized quartz embedded' in mica. 
ed, the blackening of lamps has been much decreased, Beautiful massive rose quartz is found in veins among 
and instead of forming rapidly in the early part of the the. archean rocks. The finest is found near Ouster. 
run, the film now forms slowly and equally throughout In many yards in Ouster there are rockeries that are 
the life of the lamp. As regards specific consumption richly colored with specimens of it. Pieces of good 
of energy, the old types of lamps were started at 4 watts rose quartz give life and color, like Brazilian agates, to 
per C. P., and this rose after a run of 500 hours to 6 watts a collection. To my eyes it has the same restful effect 
perO. P.,and t07watts after1,000hours. Now i t is com- as fire opal. Neal' Ouster I found some beautiful 
mon to find lamps which start at2'5 to 3 watts per candle, fragments of transparent opaline quartz, which I 
and do not exceed 3'5 watts after a run of 4 00 to 500 think would cut nicely. 
hours. At about this point it attains its economical Mica.-This mineral is very abundant in the Hills. 
limit of age as defined by Mr. O'Keenan a few years Many mines have been opened and some of them ex
ago. In connection with economy of using lamps, tensively worked. At the Lost Bonanza mine, near 
M. Larnaude says that if two lamps are giving the Custer, there were many tons on the dump waiting 

same candle power according to photometric measure· the completion of the axle grease works at Ouster. It 
ment, but are running respectively at different watts was of too poor a quality for other uses. I found 
per candle, the brighter one will be more agreeable to many specimens with embedded tourmaline. At a 
the eye, and at the same time will appear to give sen- m ica mine near Sy lvan Lake I found a curious com
sibly more light. Every one, however, will not, we bination of black mica (biotite) and muscovite in the 
think, agree with the former of these contentions. same plates. The line of separation between the two 

The various parts of the lamp are next considered. 

I 
varieties is generally well defined, both on the surface 

The filament is naturally the most important of these. of the mica plate and also between the layers. The 
Two conditions are essential: one is that the subf1tance biotite seems to be embedded in the muscovite. They 

must conduct electricity, the other that it must stand a make interesting specimens. 
high temperature without fusing or changing in an ap- Tourmaline.-This mineral is very abundant among 
precia ble manner. The hope is expressed that through the archean rocks. In Ulany places it is found in large 
the researches of M. Moissan it may eventually be pos- masses. The crystals are much like those found in 
sible to use for the incandescent medium certain ho- white quart.z near Puma Pass in Oolorado. The prism 
Ulogeneous compounds of carbon with other elements, has twelve planes with a low, three-sided, beveled ter
such as silicide of carbon. But so far nothing has mination. 1 found very few doubly terminated crys
been employed on a commercial scale excepting car· tals. Many of the prisms taper to a point, like many 
bon. Up to a few years ago the carbons usually e m- of the Oolora do smoky quartz crystals. They are not, 
ployed were made from vegetable fi bers, either natu- however, very regular or smooth. I saw one such 
ral as used by Edison, or parch mentized cotton, as tapering crystal a foot and a half long. It is the first 
devised by Swan. Owing, however, to the lack of time that I have ever found tour maline tapering. In 
thorough homogeneity and uniformity of size of the one specimen that I found the crystals are about the 

carbons, the lamp!; were not very satisfactory or uni- size of a pipe stem, and are so thickly arranged, par
form, and the breakage during manufacture was allel to each other, that in a space of eight inches 
beavy. It was true that. the flashing or heating pro- square are seen the ends of some sixty crystals. 

cess, i. e., heating a filament in a hydrocarbon gas or At the Lost Bonanza mine I found fine specimens of 
vapor, cured many evils of the foundation carbons; but tourmaline embedded in mica, with occasional in

at best it was only a palliative, and the evils were not I stances of mica embedded in the tourmaline. The 
cured as well as mi ght appear at first sight. The root crystals are flattened between the layers of mica , and 
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Cost of War and Education. 

There is no better proof, says the Journal of Educa
tion, of the essential barbarism of even the most civ
ilized nations of the world than is afforded by a com
parison of the money they expend for the maintenance 
of physical supremacy as against the expenditure for 
mental improvement. Though it be assumed that 
brain is better than brawn, there is no evidence that 
statesmen so regard it. In some tables recently com
piled, the amount per capita expended by various gov
ernment� for military and educational purposes is set 
down as follows: 

Military. 

France .... . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . ....... . .... ... $4 00 

England .. . ....... . . ........ ........... ..... 3 72 

Holland ..... . ... . . . . . . . . . . . ..... . . . .. .. .. .... 3 58 

Saxony .... ..... ... . .. . ........... . . . . . ...... 238 

Wurtemberg ..... .................... ......... 2 38 
Bavaria.. .. . . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .... 2 38 
Prussia ............ .... . . ... . .  , ............. 2 04 

Russia ....................... ................ 204 

Denmark . ... . .. " . ......................... 1 76 

Italy.... ... .. .. ........................... 1 52 

Belgium ...... . .................... .... ... ... . 1 38 
Austria . . . . . . . . .. . ........ . .. .... . . .. . . .. . .... 1 36 

Switzerland .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... ....... 82 
United Sta teb. 30 

------------'+.�.H'�.�-----�---
Memory of Movement. 

Education. 

$070 

62 

64 
38 
38 
40 
50 

3 
94 

36 

46 

32 
84 

1 35 

Dr. Schneider, of J urieff (Dorpat), acting <Y. the ad
vice of Professor Oiz, has made a series of observations 
on the effect of the lapse of time upon the memory of 
movements. These are published as a graduation dis· 
sertation (in Russian). The method adopted was to fix 
the right arm of an intelligent person so that only the 
wrist could move, and to tie a pencil to the forefinger 
so that a curved line could be marked on a piece of 
paper ruled in millimeters. The person was blind
folded and requested to draw a line, and, after a 
definite interval of time, he was asked to draw another 
as nearly as possible of similar length; the length of 
this was compared with that of the first line and the 
error noted. Altogether 4, 000 experiments were made 
with three individuals, the mean error after half a 
minute being one twenty-ninth; after two minutes, one 
twenty-eighth; after six minutes, one twenty-fourth; 
after ten minutes, one twen ty-first; after fifteen min
utes, one seventeenth of the length of the original 
stroke; thus showing that the memory of movements 
grows rapidly less and less accurate even during the 
first few succeeding minutes. 
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